Heavy Duty Cane Bolt
5000 Series 12”, 15” & 24”

Installation Instructions
Before you begin installation, please consult your local building code and/or pool code to ensure this product is
suitable for your application. Periodic maintenance and testing to ensure proper operation is recommended.
Package Contains One of:
1 x 5000-122/12SP or
1 x 5000-152/15SP or
1 x 5000-242/24SP or

2 Lag Bolts - 5/16”

1 Pad Locking Retainer

2 Screws - 2” #12

Recommended Tools:

#3 Phillips head screw driver/ screw bit

5/32” Drill Bit

7/32” Drill Bit

½” Socket

Drill

Pencil

Measure Tape

Cane Bolt Maximum Drop Specifications
Product Code
Drop Distance
5000-122/12SP
4”
5000-152/15SP
6”
5000-242/24SP
10”

24”

15”

Top Lag Bolt

12”

To Install the Cane Bolt:
Place the cane bolt against the bottom of your gate. Adjust the
height on the gate to allow for the cane bolt drop. See table
above for drop specifications. Mark the desired distance in from
the edge of the gate, measure this distance at the top and
bottom of the cane bolt to ensure it is lined up with the edge of
the gate. Mark the top hole, using the 7/32” drill bit, predrill this
hole. Return the cane bolt to the gate again, using the ½”
socket fasten with the first lag bolt, do not tighten fully. Remeasure your top and bottom gate edge spacing to ensure
alignment with the gate edge. Use the middle hole as a guide
for predrilling your second hole. Using the ½” socket install your
second lag bolt in the predrilled hole. The cane bolt is now
attached to your gate. Tighten both lag bolts.

Bottom Lag Bolt

To Mount the Pad Locking Retainer:
The Pad Locking Retainer is a separate piece so it can be used
for left or right hand installations. See the pictures to the left
and right to determine your application needs. Place the
locking retainer in the first opening closest to the bottom of the
cane bolt. Mark out the inside screw hole. Using the 5/32” drill
bit, predrill your first hole, and install the 2” x #12 screw as a
place marker. With the inside screw in place, predrill the
outside screw hole. (The arms of the retainer will prevent you
from completely drilling your hole, but will help to create
perfectly lined up placement of the holes.) Remove the first
screw, and finish predrilling the outside hole. Replace the
retainer and install both screws.
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